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Sometimes the F-word can have more than one meaning… 

For Cassandra Davis, the F-word is fraternity—specifically Delta Tau Chi, a house on probation and on the
verge of being banned from campus. Accused of offensive, sexist behavior, they have one year to clean up
their act. For the DTC brothers, the F-word is feminist—the type of person who writes articles in the school
paper about why they should lose their home. 

With one shot at a scholarship to continue attending the university of her dreams, Cassie pitches a research
project: to pledge Delta Tau Chi and provide proof of their misogynistic behavior. They're frat boys. She
knows exactly what to expect once she gets there. Exposing them should be a piece of cake. 

But the boys of Delta Tau Chi have their own agenda, and fellow pledge Jordan Louis is certainly more than
the tank-top-wearing "bro" Cassie expected to find. With her heart and her future tangled in the web of her
own making, Cassie is forced to realize that the F-word might not be as simple as she thought after all.
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From reader reviews:

Ward Bishop:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, what best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
different personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't would like do that. You must know how great as well as important the book The F-Word. All type
of book can you see on many sources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Mary Barker:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era and that is always change and make progress. Some of
you maybe can update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the
problems coming to you is you don't know what one you should start with. This The F-Word is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this
era.

David Manning:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading routine give
you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book which
improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of book you read, if
you want get more knowledge just go with knowledge books but if you want really feel happy read one with
theme for entertaining like comic or novel. Often the The F-Word is kind of book which is giving the reader
capricious experience.

Helen Tate:

This book untitled The F-Word to be one of several books which best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit upon it. You will easily to buy this kind of book in the book
store or you can order it by using online. The publisher of the book sells the e-book too. It makes you quicker
to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to you to
past this reserve from your list.
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